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* * * IMPORTANT DEALER ALERT * * * 
Salesperson Licensing Under Spotlight  

 
TO:   CADA Members   
FROM:   Tim Jackson 
RE: Salesperson Licensing Under Spotlight by State Regulators:   
 Unlicensed salespersons and Off-site sales  
DATE:   October 28, 2011   
  
I. Several recent cases of unlicensed salespersons have surfaced.  Ensure your 

dealership(s) has processes in place to double-check all salesperson licenses / 
bonds. Oversights can happen at any dealership; you need to actively review!   

Recently, several Colorado dealerships have realized that they employed salespersons who were not 
licensed or bonded—some of whom had been unlicensed for several YEARS yet actively selling!  In 
one case, the dealership identified the oversight and corrected immediately, in another a consumer 
complaint was filed that happened to involve an unlicensed salesperson. In yet another, a majority of 
the sales force was not licensed because a manager had simply neglected this duty.  Regardless of 
the reason, these errors can be prevented so dealers avoid any violation of the law.  Renewals can 
slip through the cracks—overlooked, lost mail, etc.—unless all are actively ensuring compliance.   
 
It is critical that every dealership create a system to actively monitor salesperson licenses. If a 
license lapses, both the dealership and salesperson are in violation.  Violations of these provisions 
are subject to fines of up to $10,000 per offense.  While maximum fines are usually not levied on 
first-time violations, activity that spans long time periods, many deals, and multiple salespersons can 
result in total penalties of well over $10,000, even when each violation may be at a lower amount.   
 
Reminder of dealership and salesperson obligations regarding salesperson licensing: 
 All salesperson licenses must be posted in a “conspicuous” place at the dealer store so it is 

available “for inspection by employers, consumers, the executive director, or the board.”  
o Even if salespersons rely on office staff to process renewals, they can be trained to check 

that their license is current and on display.   
 Someone should periodically reconcile the list of active salespersons to current licenses on-

display or to a license report (see attached instructions of how to obtain a report from the state). 
 If the license is not renewed, the bond may not be renewed—exposing the dealership to more 

liability in the event that salesperson engages in activity that harms a consumer. 
 A “motor vehicle salesperson” is defined to include the following: 

o "Motor vehicle salesperson" means a natural person who, for a salary, commission, or 
compensation of any kind, is employed either directly or indirectly, regularly or occasionally, by a 
motor vehicle dealer or used motor vehicle dealer to sell, lease, purchase, or exchange or to 
negotiate for the sale, lease, purchase, or exchange of motor vehicles. 

 
Penalties – may include criminal offense(s): 
 Any willful violation of these provisions is a Class 1 misdemeanor (could apply to both the 

dealer for employing an unlicensed salesperson and the salesperson for  unlicensed sales) 
 Section 12-6-120 (2) makes it a Class 3 misdemeanor for a salesperson to operate without a 
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license with a fine of not less than one hundred dollars or more than one thousand dollars for 
each separate offense.  Note, this does not have to be willful violation – unlicensed sales is an 
offense, regardless of intent. 

 
Reminder of Access to State License Database: 
The state IDS (Integrated Data System) does allow for dealerships to access state licensing 
records to check status. The same state computer system that contains some sales/use tax 
information also has dealer and salesperson licensing files as well.  Through this system, dealerships 
can print a report of all licensed salespersons or lookup by salesperson name.   
IDS site:  http://ids.dor.state.co.us    
 

 Provide the attached instructions to the person in your dealership in charge of licensing. 
 
 
II. Lead time required for off-premise sales.  Beware of issues with out-of- state 

marketing companies sending in salespeople for special events 
 
Recently, a dealer conducting an off-premise sales event had spent considerable money to plan, 
advertise, secure off-premise venue, and on various other expenses—only to find the dealer was 
almost unable to obtain licenses for the sales team who had arrived to staff the event.  Some 
reminders and new policies regarding licensing these salespersons for special events: 
 
 Auto Industry Division will only issue temporary salesperson licenses for sales applications that 

are turned into the dealer-desk (can be via a runner)—and even then, a temporary will only issue 
if there are NO issues that arise in the applicant’s background check.  The Division will always 
choose the side of caution to conduct a full check before issuing a temporary if concerns arise.  
CADA is engaged in a dialogue with the Division about making the process as quick as possible, 
including options for rural dealers, while still fully protecting the public.  

 NO TEMPORARY LICENSES are issued to an applicant who is from out-of-state.  This 
procedural safeguard has been put in place because typically an out-of-state salesperson is 
finished with the sales event before complaints related to the off-premise sale reach the Division. 

 Dealerships should remember that the responsibility for salespersons at off-premise events is still 
that of the employing dealer.  It is strongly recommended that background checks be run on 
these special event sales-team members prior to applying with the Division—or require that your 
marketing company run these and submit to you ahead of time.  In the case of a recent group of 
individuals who applied, there were serious criminal histories on several applicants. 

 It may take several weeks at minimum to process a sales application; apply well in advance.  
 
Rulemaking or new guidelines are expected in the next few months pertaining to off-premise sales.  
The Division and Dealer Board are evaluating various ideas to address issues related to off-premise 
sales.  At a minimum, it is likely that application lead-time restrictions will be put in place.  If you 
have specific concerns or suggestions, please contact us. 
 
Please contact CADA directly if you have questions: 
 
Tammi McCoy / Direct: 303.282.1449  Tim Jackson / Direct: 303.282.1448 
tammi.mccoy@coloradodealers.org   tim.jackson@coloradodealers.org 
 


